Pseudoelasticity in Co–Ni–Al single and polycrystals
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Abstract

The pseudoelastic responses of heat-treated CoNiAl single crystals with [001] and [115] orientations, multicrystals of nominally [123] orientation, and polycrystals are investigated under tension and compression stress states. The highest transformation strains are found under pseudoelasticity for the [001] orientation in tension and compression as 6.2% and 4.1% respectively. Experiments reveal tension–compression asymmetry of the critical transformation stress and of the stress hysteresis. The pseudoelastic stress–strain response is limited in tension to a much narrower temperature range than that in compression. The levels of strain recovery and the size of the stress hysteresis reveal the influence of dissipative mechanisms. A thermodynamics framework is proposed for describing the role of plastic flow and the internal stress fields on the stress hysteresis behavior. Single crystals exhibit considerable recovery compared to polycrystals and multicrystals. Extensive transmission electron microscopy results confirm the increased plastic flow at the austenite–martensite interfaces and in the secondary phase.
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1. Introduction

Ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMAs) such as CoNiAl have potential for rapid actuation and sensing which expands the current use of shape memory alloys (SMAs) to applications requiring a higher frequency response [1]. It is well known that the applied magnetic energy needs to overcome the elastic stored energy in order for magnetic field-induced shape changes to occur. Therefore, it is important to understand the deformation response of CoNiAl under different stress states, such as tension and compression. Previously, only compressive response was considered due to the perceived lack of ductility in these materials [1–6]. Recently, Sehitoglu and coworkers [7] revealed large pseudoelastic strains near 8% under tension in single crystals. In the present paper, we present the results of a large experimental program (nearly 100 experiments) on single-crystal CoNiAl under tension and compression and compare them to the polycrystalline response in compression. Unlike single crystals, the aged polycrystals exhibit brittle behavior under tension and do not exhibit pseudoelasticity. In an effort to obtain tensile results for comparison, multicrystals (including bicrystals) are investigated under tension and compression. We expose the tension–compression asymmetries in critical stress, transformation strains, and stress hysteresis.

We focus on CoNi33Al27 (at.%) aged at 1275 °C for 3 h. Tension–compression results are presented for the orientations [001] and [115] of single crystals and multicrystals of nominally [123] orientation ([123]N). For comparison, randomly oriented polycrystalline results in compression are also included. In addition to achieving pseudoelasticity in tension, nominally [123] oriented multicrystals are studied to ascertain the influence of texture. The multicrystals are distinguished from polycrystals, in that they consist of primarily 2–4 crystal orientations with the predominant orientation being [123]. The multicrystals provide insight
into the effects of texture in that the intergranular constraint is severely relaxed compared to the completely random polycrystalline alloys. In fact, we observe distinct pseudoelastic response in the [123]N multicroystals in tension and compression, whereas it is completely absent in the polycrystals for both stress states.

The secondary phase promotes higher ductility in these alloys [1,8]; however, it does not participate in the transformation. Microscopy images reveal that the second phase undergoes severe plastic deformation. It is possible to achieve a single-phase microstructure with higher temperature annealing treatments but these treatments produce higher strength which increases the propensity of brittle response in tension. Higher strength yields higher critical transformation stresses, which are unsuitable for magnetic shape memory applications. Through this study, we provide a better understanding of the orientation effects and of the non-transforming second phase.

The purpose of this work is to characterize the tension–compression asymmetry of single-crystal two-phase (γ and β) CoNi33Al27 at temperatures above the austenite finish temperature (Ak) and explain the origins of the difference. We present the theoretical correspondent variant pair (CVP) tension and compression transformation strains to compare to the experimentally determined values in the presence of the second phase. The orientation dependence of the CVP strains was determined using the energy minimization method explained in detail in our previous work [7]. The lattice constants for this particular composition [7] were used in the calculations; however, the results are similar if the lattice constants reported in the literature are utilized [3]. We present the compression results for the first time. Most noticeably, we find that, although the theoretical CVP strains are not achieved in tension, they are slightly exceeded in compression despite the second phase constituent. Tension–compression asymmetry and orientation dependence was studied using three experimental methods: (1) repeated cycling at 2% strain, (2) incremental increase in applied strain from 2% to 8% strain, and (3) temperature cycling under stress. Cyclic strain experiments were conducted at 50, 75, and 100 °C to stress-induce transformations under pseudoelasticity conditions and establish the pseudoelastic window. In addition to using the transformation to describe the tension–compression asymmetry, we report on the critical stress, pseudoelastic recovery, and stress hysteresis.

There are a number of unusual findings associated with the heat-treated (3 h at 1275 °C) CoNi33Al27 (at.%) alloys that do not conform to our usual understanding of the traditional SMAs. We briefly describe these differences now. First, the presence of a non-transforming secondary phase is reminiscent of precipitates in NiTi alloys. However, unlike the precipitates, the secondary phase undergoes considerable plastic deformation as evidenced by transmission electron microscopy (TEM; to be reported later in the paper). Second, the presence of the plastically deformed second phase is beneficial in extending the ductility of this class of alloys. Contrary to previous polycrystalline materials [1], the presence of plastic deformation does not cause a drastic critical stress decrease due to cyclic loading for the single-crystal materials, which display remarkable stability in tension and compression. Third, there is a large asymmetry in the slope of the Clausius–Clapeyron curve in tension and compression, which cannot be solely attributed to the difference in transformation strain magnitudes [9,10]. This points to the presence of high internal stresses in the matrix that modify the critical stress–temperature relationship. Another, more outstanding feature is that the CoNiAl undergoes a finite volume change of near 4% while traditional shape memory materials exhibit very small volume change during the transformation [7]. Despite this large volume change the material exhibits remarkable pseudoelastic strain reaching values as high as 6.2%. Exceptional recoverable strains are observed in both tension and compression despite the large volume change, and also recoverability increases with cyclic loading. Utilizing a thermodynamic formulation [10–15], we derive an expression for the stress hysteresis. Based on this model we explain the contributions to the stress hysteresis. To gain further understanding, we compare the stress hysteresis from the isothermal stress–strain experiments to the thermal hysteresis from isostress (constant stress) thermal cycling experiments. We provide insight into dissipative mechanisms through evaluation of recoverable strain and of the stress hysteresis considering the non-transforming second phase and the large volume change.

2. Modeling of stress hysteresis

A complementary free energy equation for a multivariant martensitic transformation is given by [11–15]

\[ \Psi(S_{ij}, T, f_n) = -B(T - T_0) \sum_n f_n + \frac{1}{2} \Sigma_{ij} E_{ij} \]

\[ + \Sigma_{ij} \sum_n \epsilon_{ij} f_n - \sum_{n,m} H^{nm} f_n f_m, \]

(1)

where \( H^{nm} \) represents the energy contribution due to interaction between two variants \( m \) and \( n \). The total resistive term \( \sum_{n,m} H^{nm} f_n f_m \) arises from martensite variant interactions between existing martensite variants and a nucleating one. The term \( B(T - T_0) \) is the chemical energy difference between austenite and martensite where \( T_0 \) is the equilibrium temperature. The term \( \Sigma_{ij} E_{ij} \) represents the energy contribution from the macroscopic external stresses, and the term \( \Sigma_{ij} \sum_n \epsilon_{ij} f_n \) represents the interaction energy between the external stress and the transformation strains. The transformation conditions for the forward and reverse transformations are obtained by taking derivatives with respect to volume fraction \( f_n \):

\[ F^C = \Sigma_{ij} \epsilon_{ij} f_n - \sum_m H^{nm} f_m - B(T - T_0), \]

\[ -F^C = \Sigma_{ij} \epsilon_{ij} f_n - \sum_m 2H^{nm} f_m - B(T - T_0), \]

(2)
where $F^C$ is the critical value of the transformation driving force. The term $\alpha$ modifies the transformation strain in the reverse transformation case because of dissipative mechanisms. $\Sigma^F_{ij}$ and $\Sigma^R_{ij}$ represent the forward and reverse transformation stress levels respectively. Subtracting the second equation from the first, the stress hysteresis can be expressed as

$$(\Sigma^F_{ij} - \Sigma^R_{ij})\alpha_{ij} = F^C \left(1 + \frac{1}{\alpha}\right) + \sum_{m} H^{nm} f_m(1 - \alpha) + B(T - T_0) \left(1 - \frac{1}{\alpha}\right).$$

(3)

In Eq. (3), the chemical free energy term can be modified using the well-known Clausius–Clapeyron equation as $B = \frac{d\ln \Theta}{dT}$, where $\Theta$ is the maximum transformation strain resolved in the direction of loading.

The final equation for the stress hysteresis for the uniaxial case can be expressed as

$$(\Sigma^F - \Sigma^R)\alpha_0 = F^C \left(1 + \frac{1}{\alpha}\right) + \sum_{m} H^{nm} f_m(1 - \alpha) - \alpha_0 \times \frac{d\Sigma_{cr}}{dT}(T - T_0) \left(1 - \frac{1}{\alpha}\right).$$

(4)

The three terms on the right-hand side help clarify the influence of frictional resistance, variant interaction, and matrix strength on the stress hysteresis. The frictional resistance (first term) to the transformation is an irreversible mechanism so it is an additive contribution that promotes higher stress hysteresis. Likewise, variant–variant interaction is a dissipative mechanism that increases the hysteresis so the second term is additive. The slope of the temperature dependence of the critical stress relation, $d\Sigma_{cr}/dT$, reflects the strength of the parent phase with respect to temperature. If $\alpha_0 (d\Sigma_{cr}/dT)$ is high the stress hysteresis is decreased due to the third term as follows. Strengthening mechanisms that promote high $d\Sigma_{cr}/dT$ levels are accompanied by high elastic energy storage. Elastic energy stored during the forward transformation assists the reverse transformation and hence it helps decrease the stress hysteresis. In addition, matrix strengthening suppresses dislocation nucleation. Therefore, the third term is a negative contribution to the hysteresis.

The term $\alpha$ is a qualitative measure of the effect of plastic relaxation. As discussed by Hamilton et al. [15], upon plastic relaxation, the modified transformation strain is $\varepsilon_{ij}^m = \alpha \varepsilon_{ij}^P$. When $\alpha = 0$, the transformation strain is accommodated plastically and the reverse transformation is prohibited. When $\alpha = 1$, the transformation strain is completely accommodated elastically. With respect to Eq. (4), when $\alpha = 0$, the first and third terms cancel and the stress hysteresis is attributed to the interaction of plastically accommodated martensite variants. The terms in the $H^{nm}$ matrix for this case have the values for incompatible variants, $\mu/150$. For a typical shear modulus of 50 GPa, after summation over 24 variants, the stress hysteresis is of the order of 1 GPa. Such a value for the stress hysteresis far exceeds the yield strength of austenite, so this means a stress hysteresis is not observed and the reverse transformation does not occur. Note that in the absence of dislocation emission at the austenite–martensite interfaces (i.e., $\alpha = 1$), Eq. (4) reduces to the form given by Siredey et al. [14] as $F^C = \frac{1}{2} (\Sigma^F - \Sigma^R)\alpha_0$.

3. Experimental methods and materials

Single-crystal CoNi33Al27 (at.%)% samples were grown using the Bridgman technique in an inert environment. The [001], [123], and [115] orientations were selected for experiments because of the varying degree of CVP formation (in the range 2–8) and the number of active slip systems present for each orientation. Martensite is known to be composed of internal twins, i.e., twin-related CVPs form. The [001] orientation cannot undergo slip because of the lack of slip systems. Thus it is expected to demonstrate the smallest stress hysteresis of all orientations. However, CVP interaction will be most significant for the [001] orientation, as the highest number of active variants form in this orientation. The [115] orientation is similar to the [001] case, in that it has multiple active CVPs and high resolved shear stress factors (RSSFs) compared to the [123] orientation, without the limits on the slip systems. The [123] orientation exhibits a single variant, which will minimize CVP interaction to highlight the intergranular effects in the multicrystals. The [123]N orientation represents nominally [123] crystals including bccrystals near the [123] direction.

The transformation temperatures of the two-phase alloy were determined using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Samples for DSC weighed approximately 100 mg and were thermally cycled in the calorimeter at 40°C/min. DSC results were obtained for annealing temperatures of 1200, 1275, and 1350°C with annealing times varying from 0.5 to 48 h. A total of 40 cases were considered and a brief summary of the results is given in Fig. 1. The peaks of the calorimetry curves for the sample heat treated at 1275°C for 3 h were at 6°C for the forward transformation and 31°C for the reverse transformation. Therefore, the thermal hysteresis (measured from peak to peak) is approximately 25°C. This value of thermal hysteresis is comparable to that of the well-known NiTi alloys. Based on these results, the 1275°C/3 h heat treatment was chosen as the heat treatment for mechanical experiments because the transformation occurred nearest to room temperature and exhibited a narrow hysteresis.

The eutectic-like microstructure consisting of $\gamma + \beta$ phases is shown in the scanning electron microscopy image in Fig. 2. The austenite, $\beta$, has a B2 crystal structure that transforms to martensite, $\beta'$, which has an L10 crystal structure. To identify the phase constitutions, specimens were prepared for optical microscopy by electropolishing using hydrochloric acid and methanol in equal parts as an electrolyte. Other electropolishing operating parameters include: approximately 10–20 V, 4 A/mm², 25°C. After
thermal cycling under constant uniaxial tensile loading, an energy dispersion X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis was performed to resolve the chemistry of the phases present. Table 1 contains the results showing that the Al content in the secondary phase, $c$, is 13.3% while the Al composition in the B2 matrix was measured as 23.6%. The Al-disordered $\gamma$ phase is known to enhance ductility [1–7] and produces a modified internal stress field [1,3]. Relative to the matrix and plate phases, the second phase contained half the amount of Al, 13 at.% more Co, and an equivalent concentration of Ni. The depletion of Co from the matrix increases the transformation temperatures for higher aging temperatures [3,15], and this is exactly reflected in the DSC peaks (Fig. 1). For higher temperatures and longer aging times, the transformation temperatures increase.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Chemistry (at.%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martensite</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the $\gamma + \beta$ phases shown in Fig. 2, residual martensite also appears in the TEM images shown in Fig. 3(a) and (c). This indicates some irreversibility is generated by the transformation and its interaction with the $\gamma$ phase. Thus martensite is stabilized after the phase transformation is complete. Fig. 3(a) shows a TEM image of an interface between martensite and the $\gamma$ phase. The internal twins are thin, and, interestingly, the $\gamma$ phase has a high dislocation density. As indicated by the arrows, those dislocations may be inherited by the transforming martensite. When this is the case, the dislocations relax the stored elastic strain energy and create additional frictional resistance to the reverse transformation. Because it does not undergo transformation, the $\gamma$ phase can interfere with twin boundary motion and our prior studies shows that martensite can be trapped as a result [1,7], and less material undergoes the transformation. For those reasons, the $\gamma$ phase also inhibits theoretical transformation strain levels from being attained. A final noteworthy observation is that Fig. 3(b) and (c) show a stark contrast in dislocation density in the parent phase, which is far less than the second phase in the single crystals. The diminished dislocation activity in the parent phase is linked to the good recoverability.

Compression and tension mechanical experiments were conducted using a servohydraulic load frame and strain was measured with a miniature extensometer with a 3 mm gauge length. Small-scale compression specimens (4 mm × 4 mm × 10 mm) were electrodischarge machined from the cast ingot. Dog-bone-type, small-scale tension specimens were electrodischarge machined from the ingot to have an 8 mm (height) × 3 mm (width) × 1.5 mm (thickness) gauge section. Stress–strain tests were conducted under strain control at $10^{-4}$/s. However, in cases where abrupt stress drops occurred during the transformation, position (displacement) control was utilized instead to avoid overloading of the samples. After unloading, when residual strains remain, they were recovered by heating to approximately 70 °C above $A_f$ and then cooling back to the test temperature. Even after the heat–cool cycle, a small unrecoverable strain remains indicating some irreversibility, which was monitored for each stress–strain cycle. Iso-stress thermal cycling started with the load applied above $A_f$, to ensure the specimen was fully austenitic, followed by cooling until the transformation strain saturated, and finally the specimen was heated until the recovery strain saturated. Heating and cooling rates were approximately 10 °C/min to promote uniform temperature changes throughout the specimen. The external stress was increased.
incrementally until either the transformation strain saturated or the specimen showed a significant level of unrecoverable (plastic) strain.

4. Results

The influences of the stress direction and crystal orientation on the temperature dependence of the critical stress are distinguished utilizing Fig. 4. In clear agreement with the well-known Clausius–Clapeyron relation, we find that for each orientation the critical stress increases with temperature, and in compression, the increase is much greater than in tension. This is illustrated by the different slopes under compression (4.1 MPa/°C) and tension (1.3 MPa/°C). The different slopes deserve close scrutiny because they relate to the driving force required to initiate the forward transformation at a given temperature, as well as the stress hysteresis. Similar to the present findings, previous work established the slope of the Clausius–Clapeyron curve as 4.2 MPa/°C under compression for a polycrystal CoNiAl alloy [1]. Fig. 4 also displays the orientation dependence of the critical stress magnitude: the critical stress is similar for the [001] and [115] orientations, while the nominally [123] orientation multicrystals exhibit a higher critical
stress under tension and compression at each test temperature. The polycrystalline case achieves the highest critical stresses under compression. Clearly the intergranular constraint causes elevated critical stress levels, because as it is relaxed for the multicrystals, the critical stress decreases. It is interesting to note that discrepancies between tension and compression critical stress magnitudes at 100 °C far exceed those at the 50 and 75 °C. We provide a plausible explanation for this later in the discussion.

In addition to comparing the magnitude of the critical forward transformation stress under tension and compression at the different test temperatures, we also compare its evolution with cycling. Fig. 5 shows the decrease in critical stress for the [115] orientation at 50 and 100 °C loaded under compression. At 50 °C under compression, the critical stress decreases approximately 18%. At higher test temperatures, the change in critical stress is smaller and near 5%. The critical stress experiences a similar small decrease at 50 °C in tension for the [115] single crystal (Fig. 6). In a prior study on CoNiAl polycrystals, we found that cycling decreased the critical stress as increased dislocations remained in the re-transformed austenite matrix [1]. The decrease in critical stress (~18%), near \( A_f \) at 50 °C, is far below that found for polycrystals (~70%) [1]. From Fig. 4, we make further observations regarding the change in critical stress with cycling. The bars for the 75 °C temperature in compression illustrate the general trend for each test temperature: The nominally [123] multicrystals exhibit the largest change, whereas the change is smaller and equivalent for the [001] and [115] single crystals. The relatively stable cyclic stress–strain response at 50, 75, and 100 °C for the [001] and [115] orientations in tension and compression is quite remarkable and illustrates the importance of texture.

Further insight into asymmetry is illustrated by the transformation strain recovery under tension and compression in Figs. 6 and 7. Since all test temperatures are above the reverse transformation temperature, a pseudoelastic...
stress–strain response is expected. Fig. 7 shows the stress–strain results for the first cycle. Interestingly, at 50 and 75 °C, under tension there is small pseudoelastic recovery and the remaining strain recovers upon heating at zero load due to the shape memory effect (SME). Under compression, nearly all of the deformation is recovered.
pseudoelastically. Meanwhile at 100 °C under tension and compression (Fig. 8), the recovery is predominately pseudoelastic for the single crystals. Comparing Fig. 7(a) and (b), we note that even after heating to recover strains via the SME, compressive transformation strains exhibit more recovery. This result is of particular interest for the [001] and [115] cases in view of the similar stress levels in tension versus compression. The results indicate that at 50 and 75 °C under tension the martensite is stabilized and hence it remains after unloading and a thermal driving force is required to complete the reversion to austenite via the SME. In compression, the martensite is not stabilized during unloading so the reverse transformation occurs via pseudoelasticity. To gain further insight into the results, we studied the residual transformation strains with cycling. Fig. 6(b) illustrates increasing SME recovery near \( A_f \) in tension for the [115] orientation, considering the difference between cycles 1 and 5. As the recovery increases, the transformation stress is relatively stable for strains near 2% from cycles 2 to 5. Fig. 5 shows that for the same orientation and

![Graphs showing stress-strain curves](image-url)
test temperature, in compression, the pseudoelastic recovery also increases with cycling. Similar to the tensile case, the transformation stress exhibits remarkable stability. Clearly the single-crystal alloys exhibit resilience against degradation that is remarkable relative to the polycrystal alloys.

For the incremental strain cycling, performed at 100 °C, we further characterize the tension–compression asymmetry considering the transformation strains. The maximum transformation strains are determined from the stress–strain curves by subtracting the elastic recovery portion. This elastic recovery is estimated by extrapolating the linear unloading portion of the stress–strain curve to zero stress. Theoretical compressive transformation strain contours indicating the orientation dependence are given in Fig. 9. Experimental transformation strains follow the theoretical predictions closely as shown in Table 2. The theoretical results shown in Table 2 are arrived at based on the energy minimization theory of martensitic transformation [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>CVP transformation strains (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theoretical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[001]</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[115]</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[123]</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that for the [123] case, the experimental values are for the [123]N multi-crystals.

We quantitatively examine the stress hysteresis in terms of the magnitude for each strain increment and report the orientation and stress-state dependence. The stress hysteresis increases with increased applied strain for all orientations under compression and tension (shown in Fig. 10). Fig. 10 shows the stress hysteresis under tension and compression for the [001] and [115] single crystals and [123]N multicrystals at 2%, 4%, and 6% applied strain. The stress hysteresis is always lower in tension compared to compression (Fig. 10). Note that a small tension–compression asymmetry of the stress hysteresis exists at 2% strain. The tension–compression asymmetry increases dramatically with increasing applied strain and the hysteresis grows markedly from 2% to 6% strain under compression. Under compression the stress hysteresis grows more rapidly with applied strain compared to tension loading (i.e., greater slope). Although all orientations display the aforementioned behavior, it is far more pronounced for the nominally [123] orientated crystals. From Fig. 10, the hysteresis growth for the [123] orientation is 112 MPa under tension and 247 MPa under compression, while for the
Fig. 8(a) and (b) strikingly indicates dissipation with a constant residual strain. This is understood by the increase in stress hysteresis from 4% to 6% strain and an increase in residual strain (shown in Fig. 8 (c) and (d) for tension and compression). Since the [123]N was loaded under compression to 4%, well beyond the theoretical 2.1%, a large unrecoverable strain of 2% remains. In compression high stress levels (above the plateau stress) can be applied unlike in tension where fracture occurs. The noticeable stress drop, illustrated in Fig. 8(a), occurs at the onset of the forward transformation in tension and does not appear under compression. While the residual strain remains after completion of the transformation, this observation shows that the deformation mechanisms differ in tension and compression from the onset of the transformation.

5. Discussion

The critical stress increases for elevated temperatures, which is typical of SMAs reported in the literature. However, we observe a substantially higher increase in critical stress with increasing temperature in compression than in tension. The relatively high increase in critical stress in compression relative to tension is partially attributed to the smaller value of the transformation strain in compression [16]. However, the results demonstrate a threefold increase in stress (or slope in Fig. 4) which is unusual. The asymmetry is likely enhanced due to the additional contribution the second phase provides to the resolved shear stress on a CVP. A similar effect attributed to precipitates has been reported in a previous study on NiTi [9].

Hamilton et al. note that the volumetric strain increases almost complete recovery upon unloading in compression (≈9 °C).

[001] orientation it is 33 MPa under tension and 88 MPa under compression. These results point to large variations in stress hysteresis as a function of external stress direction and crystal orientation.

The thermal hysteresis shows the opposite trend (Fig. 11). The compressive temperature hysteresis is smaller than that of the tensile case. The stresses for the strain–temperature results are much lower than those achieved in the stress–strain experiments. In our previous work, we remarked that contrasting variant interactions occur during martensite growth for isothermal stress–strain versus isostress thermal cycling at such low stresses [7]. A higher occurrence of internal and external stress-induced variant interactions and more significant second-phase impingement are expected for the low stresses. However, at isothermal test temperatures above $A_t$, single variants are induced exclusively because higher stresses curtail the influence of second-phase internal stress fields. We elaborate on contrasting energetic contributions that arise because of variant interaction in the discussion.

In addition to the stress hysteresis, the evolution of the residual strain with increasing incremental deformation offers another means to assess irreversibility. The stress–strain behavior of the [001] orientation shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) strikingly indicates dissipation with a constant residual strain. This is understood by the increase in stress hysteresis from 4% to 6% strain and almost complete recovery upon unloading in compression (Fig. 8(b)) and constant residual strain in tension (Fig. 8(a)). The [115] orientation exhibits higher residual strain and it increases in compression (Fig. 8(e)). The stress–strain behavior of the [123]N multicrystal shows an increase in residual strain (shown in Fig. 8 (c) and (d) for tension and compression). Since the [123]N was loaded under compression to 4%, well beyond the theoretical 2.1%, a large unrecoverable strain of 2% remains. In compression high stress levels (above the plateau stress) can be applied unlike in tension where fracture occurs. The noticeable stress drop, illustrated in Fig. 8(a), occurs at the onset of the forward transformation in tension and does not appear under compression. While the residual strain remains after completion of the transformation, this observation shows that the deformation mechanisms differ in tension and compression from the onset of the transformation.
are required to initiate the forward transformation. The larger applied stresses are expected to reduce multiple variant formation and interaction, thus leading to reduced defect generation and hence reduced residual internal stress fields that would assist formation in subsequent cycles [1,15]. Without the influence of the internal stress fields, the critical stress is more stable at higher temperatures so they exhibit the smaller deviations with cycling. Unrecoverable deformation results from the residual martensite and slip in austenite and martensite domains. Internal stress fields are oriented favorably to accommodate the externally applied stress due to repeated cycling. As a result, more deformation is recovered with cycling and residual strain decreases from cycle to cycle.

The results for the [001] and [1 1 5] single crystals indicate a high degree of pseudoelastic recovery in compression but it is negligible under tension at 50 and 75 °C (Fig. 7). Since the stress levels are similar, the results point to the varying degrees of internal versus external stress-induced martensite variants in compression versus tension cases. Internal stress fields attributed to the second phase can resist or assist the nucleation of martensite variants. At temperatures closer to A, the austenite is less stable so internal stress fields are more effective. Internal stress fields appear to accommodate variants induced under compression and elastic energy storage proceeds uninhibited. Therefore, the stored elastic energy drives the reverse transformation to completion. In the tensile case, the internal stress fields compromise the elastic energy storage, and thus the reverse transformation is retarded and recovery must be completed via the SME. When the internal and external stress-induced variant interaction is decreased at higher test temperatures where a favorable single variant forms, pseudoelastic recovery is observed for both stress states. Elastic energy storage is also affected by the volumetric strain [7]. The volumetric contribution will be positive in tension and negative in compression as the normal dilatation is always positive. Consequently, the strain energy in tension is greater than in compression facilitating the transformation in tension while promoting plastic accommodation at the austenite–martensite interfaces. Plastic accommodation dissipates stored elastic energy. As a result, upon unloading, the driving force for the reverse transformation is compromised thus stabilizing the martensite, and minimal pseudoelastic recovery is observed. In compression, we expect minimal plastic deformation attributed to the volumetric strain and hence we observe a pseudoelastic response over a broad range of temperatures.

A clear tension–compression asymmetry of the maximum transformation strains and the stress hysteresis exists in the two-phase CoNi33Al27 single crystals (Figs. 8 and 10). The larger transformation strains measured under tension compared to compression agree with theoretical predictions. Although transformation strains as large as 6.2% are observed in tension for the [001] orientation, the non-transforming γ phase prohibits the achievement of theoretical strains. The large volume fraction of this secondary phase limits the transformation strains by creating a barrier to transformation fronts and reducing the volume that can undergo phase change. Enhanced dislocation activity in these domains, particularly at the martensite–secondary phase interfaces, has been confirmed with TEM (Fig. 3(a)). Additionally, the external stress, which was limited to approximately 500 MPa to avoid fracture, does not allow the large detwinning strains to be attained. Meanwhile under compression, noticeably higher stresses are obtained that allow the maximum compressive transformation strains to exceed the theoretical CVP predictions, which suggests detwinning occurs in compression. Note that the theory does not consider the internally stressed configuration of the lattice, which could cause the deviation from the theoretical values. However, the non-linear unloading curves in Fig. 8(b), (d), and (e) strongly support that detwinning is likely achieved in compression.

The stress hysteresis growth with increasing applied strain is due to dislocation emission at transformation interfaces as well as to dislocations inherited from the severe plastic deformation of the second phase. Relaxation of coherent stresses at the advancing austenite–martensite interphase boundary, resulting from dislocation emission, causes stored elastic strain energy dissipation. Increasing the strain from 2% to 6% produces more severe plastic relaxation of coherent stresses at interphase boundaries concomitant with the transformation strain increase. Therefore, the contribution of the stored elastic strain energy to the reverse transformation is reduced and the hysteresis increases. In addition, increased plastic deformation of the second phase occurs as the applied strain is increased and the resulting dislocations can be inherited by martensite as it impinges upon the second phase (Fig. 3(a)). Considering Eq. (4), more intense plastic relaxation of martensite coherency strains would cause x to approach 0. As a result, the interaction energy term \( \text{H}_{\text{int}} \) would increase as explained earlier and this causes the hysteresis increase for higher strains. The presence of dislocations remaining after the forward transformation enhances the frictional resistance to the reverse transformation. Recall that this increases the \( \text{F}^C \) term in Eq. (4), thus creating another source of magnified hysteresis growth. The stress hysteresis is smaller for the tensile case, and the difference is noticeably larger for the nominally [1 2 3] crystals. We note that the tension compression asymmetry of the stress hysteresis is greatest for 6%. The [1 2 3] orientation is more favorably oriented for slip deformation and this is evidenced by the unrecoverable strain in Fig. 8(c) and (d). The intergranular constraint for the [1 2 3]N multi-crystals promotes dissipation via frictional resistance, variant interaction, and dislocation emission. The large defect generation coupled with frictional dissipation leads to enormous stress hysteresis growth for the [1 2 3]N multi-crystals under compression and tension. Furthermore, as a result of the large hysteresis growth under compression, the
tension implies a higher thermal hysteresis (assuming

ed. First, we note that the experimentally observed lower
temperature for stress–strain experiments are now consid-

creasing isostress for thermal cycling experiments and

stress hysteresis growth with increasing isothermal test

temperature for stress–strain experiments are now consid-

First, we note that the experimentally observed lower
slope of the critical stress versus temperature dependence in
tension implies a higher thermal hysteresis (assuming

lines are parallel), which is indeed the case. A lower slope would decrease the dΣ/dT contribution in

Eq. (4), and the stress hysteresis would also increase. With

that stated, we now explain the contrasting isostress and

isothermal hysteresis trends. Energetic contributions are
different depending on variant interactions, which we

now explain. The critical stress for the isothermal stress–

strain experiments is higher than the stress levels achieved

for the isostress thermal cycling experiments. Therefore,

we expect variants oriented preferentially to the external

stress to form during isothermal strain cycling. The lower

stresses in the isostress thermal cycling case allow for inter-

mixing of self-accommodating, external stress-induced

martensite, and internal stress-induced martensite (i.e.,
multiple variant interactions). These contrasts promote

the opposite trends in the growth of the thermal and stress
hysteresis. In addition, residual strain remains in tension

for the isostress experiments on [001] single crystals that

is absent in compression. This implies that frictional resis-
tance due to the presence of dislocations or residual mar-
tensite will be more influential than for compression, in

which full recovery is observed. For this class of alloys

we previously reported a large volumetric strain (~4.5%) that

also magnifies the temperature hysteresis in tension.

Apparently, the large volumetric strain is most influential
during multiple variant interactions during thermal cycling
in tension; a compressive external stress counteracts its

influence. Although the stress hysteresis for the isothermal
stress–strain case is smaller in tension than compression,
both stress states exhibit similar stress hysteresis growth and critical transformation stability with increasing strain
except for the nominal [123] crystals. The similarities indicate that the decreased variant interactions for the
pseudoelastic case minimize the influence of dissipative
mechanisms compared to isostress temperature cycling.

Since the CVP transformation strains are lower than tension
and the stresses are higher, we attribute the increased
stress hysteresis in compression to increased frictional dis-
sipation due to elastic deformation of martensite and the
occurrence of detwinning.

The stress drop after σc in tension that is not observed in
compression indicates differing transformation mechanisms
at the onset of the transformation. The stress drop is indica-

tive of a barrier to phase boundary motion as the martensite
variants traverse across the specimens [17,18]. The barrier stress illustrates that a higher stress is required to
nucleate martensite and initiate martensite reorientation
than is necessary to propagate the transformation through-
out the material. The reason for the noticeable absence of
the barrier stress in compression is unclear and we consider
it with regards to the volumetric strain. In tension, the strain
energy will be higher due to the dilatational strain, and as
the transformation progresses the strain energy is relaxed.
Consequently a higher stress is needed to initiate the trans-
formation than to sustain it in tension. The fact that this
high stress is not achieved for the thermal cycling experi-
ments supports our rationale for the larger thermal hyster-
esis in tension. Since the applied stresses are low in tension,
the barrier stress is not exceeded. Dissipation due to multi-
ple variant interaction is enhanced compared to compres-

sion, and tension displays a larger thermal hysteresis. The

lack of a barrier stress in compression suggests this dissipa-
tive mechanism is minimized in compression and thus the

thermal hysteresis is smaller.

It is known that during the low-cycle fatigue of SMAs,
the critical transformation stress level decreases, the trans-
formation stress–strain slope increases, and the dissipated
hysteresis energy decreases [1]. A notable finding with

CoNiAl is that the residual transformation strains
decreased with cycling (Fig. 6(b)) near A(t. As the recovery
increases, the transformation stress is relatively stable com-
pared to polycrystalline CoNiAl [1]. Clearly, the critical
stress even higher above A(t is stable as illustrated in

Fig. 5 at 100 °C. The stability of the critical stress is indic-

ative of minimal plastic deformation of the austenite
matrix as this would cause hardening behavior leading to an
increase in the critical stress. Even though residual mar-
tensite exists, which typically lowers the critical stress for
subsequent cycles, the critical stress remains stable. This
apparent resilience against degradation in isothermal
stress–strain cycling deserves further study and increases
the potential utility of this class of materials.

Now we briefly summarize the influence of the intergran-
ular constraint. The highest magnitude of and increase in
critical (transformation) stress is for the multicrystals and

polycrystals due to the intergranular constraint which facili-
tates the need for higher external stress to overcome misori-
entation effects as the temperature is raised. Polycrystals
and multicrystals with nominal [123] orientation exhibit
the largest transformation stress hysteresis, which is attrib-
uted to internal stresses at grain boundaries. The second
phase most likely nucleates at grain boundaries. As a result,
we expect the second-phase microstructure (i.e., size and
interparticle separation) near grain boundaries to differ
from that within the grain for the multicrystals and
polycrystals. The resulting heterogeneous precipitate micro-
structure induces highly localized internal stress fields.
Therefore, the interactions of internal versus external
stress-induced martensite variants are enhanced, and
since the second phase enhances dislocation generation
and martensite impingement (discussed previously), the hysteresis is larger than that of the single crystals. The obvious differences in stress hysteresis evolution, cyclic stability, and critical stress magnitudes clearly show the need for texture for this class of alloys.

6. Conclusions

1. Large transformation strains under tension (6.2%) and under compression (4.1%) were found for the [001] orientation. Although the γ phase enhanced the ductility, it also limited the transformation strains and generated defects. These results are consistent with theoretical values outlined based on phenomenological theory of martensitic transformation.

2. The volumetric strain associated with the transformation altered the driving force for the transformation so as to assist under tension and resist under compression. This resulted in a modified slope of the well-known Clausius–Clapeyron relation. The volumetric strain had a drastic dissipative effect under tension at 50 °C which resulted in loss of pseudoelastic response. This effect is diminished under compression allowing for complete pseudoelastic recovery.

3. An equation for stress hysteresis is derived based on a complementary energy description accounting for interaction of martensite variants and dissipation due to plastic deformation at the austenite–martensite interfaces. The stress hysteresis increases with increased frictional resistance and increased variant interaction. The secondary phase deforms plastically, and in turn influences the hysteresis and transformation stress levels.

4. The prevailing outcome of the work is that these alloys undergo a large tensile volumetric strain, larger transformation strains in tension compared to compression, and higher transformation strains near the [001] orientation. The results point out to the need for texturing these materials such that the straining occurs preferentially near the [001] direction to achieve high transformation strains. Moreover, the available slip systems near the [001] orientation are limited and this increases the propensity for full recoverability.

5. The parent phase exhibits much less severe dislocation activity compared to the second phase. Cyclic recoverability is enhanced in these alloys or remains constant because plastic deformation occurs mainly in the second phase. The critical stress changed by approximately 18% at 50 °C for all orientations under both loading directions. At 100 °C the [001] and [1 1 5] orientations displayed stable critical stress levels.
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